Using this formula you can make your little Goblin his/her own Ogre Ooze:

What you need:

- Sugar, granulated
- Polysorbate 80 or Polysorbate 20 (either will work for this formula)
- Liquid oils
- Solid oils
- Water based FD&C dyes (Emerald Green Lab Colors, or Irish Green Peacock Dyes)
- Fragrance
- Preservative of choice

Sample Formula:

6 oz Rice Bran oil
6 oz Coconut 76 oil, melted and cooled to just cloudy.
2 oz Shea Oil
2 oz Sweet Almond Oil
6 – 8 oz Polysorbate 20 or 80 (either will work for this formula)

Mix your melted/cooled coconut oil with your other oils. Next add your Polysorbate. Mix well; add enough sugar to give you the consistency you desire. Thinner scrubs allow for easier remixing in jars, and can be also squeezed from Malibu’s after a shake to remix. Stiffer mixtures actually separate less quickly. Add enough sugar to achieve the consistency you desire. Add your preservative according to the manufacturer’s usage instructions.

Note: Kids are better with thinner mixtures, as they can recombine with a shake and squeeze from Malibu’s easier.

Divide your batch of basic scrub if you are making more than one scent or making more than one color.

Add fragrance and blend well.

To color, most water-based dyes (Lab Colors, Peacock Dyes, Select Shades, or your own water and powered FD&C blends) will incorporate easily into an anhydrous scrub that uses Polysorbate. Alternatively, you can mix your dye drops into a few teaspoons of Polysorbate (either 20 or 80) blend to create an emulsified dye, and then add this Polysorbate/dye mixture into your scented scrubs.

Package, label, and sell… if your goblin will let you!
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